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ABSTRACT 
Let K[G] denote the group algebra of the group G over the field K. Also let J(K[G]) be the 
Jacobson radical. The main aim in this paper is to study the following question: When is 
K[G]/J(K[G]) primitive? We mainly investigate semilocal group algebras, group algebras satisfying 
a polynomial identity and group algebras of a suitable direct product and that of a polycyclic-by- 
finite group. Many examples of interest and some elementary ring theoretic properties are also 
given. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper a ring R (always with identity 1 # 0) is primitive means, 
R is left primitive in the sense that it possesses a faithful irreducible left R- 
module. Also J(R) will denote the Jacobson radical of R. For a primitive ring 
R, J(R) = 0, and for an arbitrary ring R, J(R/J(R)) = 0. In this paper, we shall 
study rings R for which R/J(R) is a primitive ring. For convenience sake, we 
call a ring R, *-primitive, if R/J(R) is primitive. An ideal P of R is primitive 
if and only if R/P is a primitive ring. Thus R is *-primitive if and only if J(R) 
is a primitive ideal of R. 
Every primitive ring is *-primitive. Also fields, division rings, and simple 
rings are primitive. A ring R is local if and only if R/J(R) is a division ring. 
Thus local rings are *-primitive. A commutative ring is *-primitive if and only 
if it is !ocal. This follows because commutative primitive rings are fields. In 
section 1, we give some more properties of *-primitive rings. 
Section 2 exclusively deals with *-primitive group algebras. The structure of 
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the Jacobson radical of a group algebra has been extensively studied (see [8], 
Chapt. 7, Chapt. g), and also a large number of examples of primitive group 
rings are known (see [S], Chapt. 9). With the help of this study, we have 
obtained some characterizations in special cases and variety of examples of 
*-primitive group algebras. 
1. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
Let M,(R) denote the ring of all q xn matrices with entries from R. It 
is well known that M,(R) is primitive if and only if R is primitive. Also 
J(M,(R)) =M,(J(R)). Now M,(R)/J(M,(R)) =M,,(R)/M,(J(R))sM,(R/J(R)). 
We conclude that R is *-primitive if and only if M,(R) is *-primitive, it 2 1. 
Next let e be a non-zero idempotent of R, then e$J(R) and J(eRe) = 
= J(R) fl eRe = eJ(R)e. Further let i? = R/J(R) and e = e + J(R), then it is easily 
seen that 
eRe/J(eRe) z ifi& 
Now R is *-primitive implies R is primitive, hence & is primitive and eRe 
is *-primitive. Conversely if eRe is *-primitive and R/J(R) is prime, then by 
([6], Th. 1) and above isomorphism R is *-primitive. 
We summarize our observations below. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a ring and let e be a nonzero idempotent of R. 
Then 
(i) R is *-primitive if and only if the matrix ring M,(R) is *-primitive, IZ ~1. 
(ii) R is *-primitive implies eRe is *-primitive and conversely if R/J(R) is prime 
then eRe is *-primitive implies R is *-primitive. 
RecaIl that a ring R is semiperfect if R/J(R) is Artinian and idempotents 
modulo J(R) can be lifted. Any semiperfect ring contains a finite orthogonal 
set of local idempotents whose sum is 1, and projective modules over local rings 
are free. Let R be semiperfect and *-primitive, then R/J(R) is Artinian 
primitive hence simple. Thus by ([2], Ex. 20, p. 57 and Cor. 22.24) and above, 
the following is easily obtained. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a semiperfect ring. Then R is *-primitive if and 
only if R G M,(A) for some local ring A and some integer n ~1. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a *-primitive algebra satisfying a polynomial 
identity over the field K, then for a nonzero idempotent e in R, we have 
R = End,,,(eR). 
PROOF. R/J(R) is a primitive algebra over K and it satisfies a polynomial 
identity. Therefore by Kaplansky’s theorem ([8], Th. 5.3.4), R/J(R) is simple 
Artinian. Rest follows by (Exercise 20 on page 57 of [2]). 
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The proof above shows that an algebra satisfying a polynomial identity is 
*-primitive if and only if R/J(R) is simple Artinian. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let f : R-S be an onto homomorphism of rings such that Kern 
fr J(R), then R is *-primitive if and only if S is *-primitive. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that R/J(R)s,S/J(S). 
2.GROUPALGEBRAS 
In this section, we investigate *-primitive group algebras. Throughout K[G] 
will denote the group algebra of the group G over the field K. We shall use 
freely results from Passman’s fat book [8] and Connell’s paper [ 11, Recall from 
the previous section that K[G] is *-primitive means K[G]/J(K[G]) is primitive. 
Also K[G] is semilocal means K[G]/J(K[G]) is Artinian. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be a field and G a group such that K[G] is semilocal. 
Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if K[G] is local. 
PROOF. Suppose K[G] is *-primitive. Then K[G]/J(K[G]) is primitive. Also 
K[G] is semilocal, so K[G]/J(K[G]) is Artinian. Thus K[G]/J(K[G]) is simple 
Artinian, because Artinian primitive rings are simple. Let a(K[G]) be the 
augmentation ideal, then m(K[G]) is maximal as a left ideal because 
K[G]/u(K[G])=K. We get J(K[G]) c a(K[G]). But K]G]/J(K[G]) is simple, 
so J(K[G])=w(K[G]). Thus K[G]/J(K[G])EzK, a field, hence K[G] is local. 
Converse is also true because local rings are always *-primitive. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K be a field and G be a group such that K[G] satisfies 
a polynomial identity. Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if Char K=p>O 
and G is a locally finite p-group. 
PROOF. Suppose K[G] is *-primitive. Then K[G]/J(K[G]) is simple Artinian 
by Kaplansky’s theorem ([8], Th. 5.3.4) as observed in Prop. 1.3. As in the 
proof of previous proposition, in this situation J(K[G]) =co(K[G]). By ([8], 
Lemma 10.1.13, p. 41.5) Char K=p>O and G is ap-group for some primep. 
Now K[G] satisfies a polynomial identity and Char K =p> 0, hence G has a 
p-Abelian subgroup of finite index (see [S], Cor. 5.3.10, p. 197). Clearly, then 
there exists a normal p-Abelian subgroup H of finite index in G. Since H is 
p-Abelian, N’ is a finite p-group and thus H is a solvable p-group. Hence H 
is locally finite, as a solvable torsion group is locally finite. Now G/H is finite, 
so G is locally finite. We have already proved that G is a p-group. The proof 
is complete one way. 
Conversely if Char K =p > 0 and G is a locally finite p-group, then J(K[G]) = 
=cu(K[G]) (see [B], Lemma 8.1.17, p. 314). Thus K[G]/J(K[G])=K, a field, so 
K[G] is local and hence *-primitive. 
EXAMPLES. Let P, be as constructed in ([8], Lemma 5.3.11, p. 198), then P, 
is an infinite p-Abelian locally finite p-group having no Abelian subgroup of 
finite index. Obviously K[P,] is a local algebra satisfying a polynomial 
identity, where Char K=p>O. Another example would be G = Gr x G2, G, a 
finite p-group and G2 an infinite Abelian p-group. 
Our next result gives many examples of *-primitive group rings. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a field of characteristic p> 0, and let G = G, x G2 
where G, is a non-trivial locally finite p-group and G, is a group such that 
K[G,] is primitive. Then K[G] is *-primitive but not primitive. 
PROOF. Gr is a locally finite p-group, and Char K=p>O, so J(K[G,])= 
= w(K[G,]) =N*(K[Gr]), where N*(K[Gr]) is the N*-radical (see [S],‘ 
Lemma 81.17 and Theorem 3.2.6). Also K[GJ is primitive, so J(K[G,]) = 
=N*(K[G,])=O. Then by Lemma 8.3.9 of [8], we have 
JVWI) = WE, x ‘51) 
=N*(KIGI x G2]) 
=JW[GI)~~[G,I +JW,I -J(KtG,I) 
=cB(K~GII).K[G;?] +K[G,].O 
= o(Kt’% IVWI 
= w(G,). 
Now, K[G]/J(K[G]) =K[G]/o(G,)zK[G/Gt] =K[G,], by Connell ([I], Prop. 
1 (2)). But K[G,] is given to be primitive, hence K[G]/J(K[G]) is primitive and 
K[G] is *-primitive. Also J(K[G]) 20, so K[G] is not primitive. This completes 
the proof. 
Theorem 2.3 above shows that there exists a very large class of groups for 
which the corresponding group algebras are *-primitive. We give some of these 
examples. 
EXAMPLES. Recall that the direct product of finite p-groups is a locally finite 
p-group. We give below some examples. 
1. G = G,, x So, Char K=p > 0, Go a nontrivial locally finite p-group and So is 
the group of all permutations on an infinite set Q moving only finitely many 
elements of Sz. It was proved by Fisher and Snider ([3], Th. 2.7) that K[S,] 
is primitive. By our Theorem 2.3, K[G] is *-primitive. It is easily seen that 
K[G] is not local, not primitive, and does not satisfy a polynomial identity. 
In particular, we can take So=& = Uz=r S,,, S, being the symmetric 
group of degree n. 
2. G = G,, x G *, where K and Go are same as in previous example and G * is 
either an algebraically closed group or a universal group. By Bonvallet- 
Hartley-Passman-M. Smith theorem (see [8], Cor. 9.4.6 and Cor. 9.4.10) 
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K[G*] is primitive. Hence K[G] is *-primitive by Theorem 2.3. It is known 
that G* will be an infinite simple group and it satisfies certain interesting 
properties. For details see ([8], Chapt. 9 section 4). 
3. G = Go x Gt , Char K=p>O, Go a locally finite nontrivial p-group and 
Gi =A *B is a free product of nontrivial groups A and B not both of order 
2 or a suitable wreath product as under: 
(a) Gi = H- C,, H is a nontrivial finite group with either lHj #O in K or 
H is a p-group and C, is infinite cyclic. 
(b) Gt =A -B, B infinite and lB/ 2 IAl > 1 such that J(K[A”]) = 0, where 
Am denotes the countable direct product of copies of A, and lBj 
denotes the cardinality of B. 
In all these cases K[Gt] is primitive (see [8], Cor. 9.2.11, Lemma 9.2.8 and 
[4]). By our Theorem 2.3 K[G] is *-primitive. 
Many more examples of this kind can be constructed. It is clear, now, that 
*-primitive group algebras in general are very difficult to characterize. How- 
ever in a particular situation we have. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let G = Gi x Gz 
where Gi is a nontrivial locally finite p-group and G2 is any locally finite 
group. Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if K[G,] is *-primitive. 
PROOF. AS before J(K[G,]) =o(K[G,]). Also G/G1 =GGz and G2 is locally 
finite. By ([8], Theorem 7.2.10), we have 
~tG)=NW,I)~~Wl =J(K[G,lK[Gl c.W[GI). 
Thus 
KIG]/J(KIG])~KIG]/u(G,)/J(KIG])/w(GI) 
=KIG]/o(G,)/J(KIG]/u(G1)) 
sY[G/G,]/J(K[G/G,]) 
=K[G,]/J(K[G2]). 
This shows that K[G] is *-primitive if and only if K[G,] is *-primitive. 
In what follows, A +HB denotes the free product of groups A, B amal- 
gamating the subgroup H and A #H, B # H. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G =A +,B in which H is a finite normal p-subgroup 
of G with either lA:Hl=oo or /B:H/=w and let K be a field with Char 
K=p> 0. Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if K[G/H] is primitive. 
PROOF. Using ([5], Th. 2), it is easy to see that 
JVWI) = JWWI) .K[Gl 
= w(K[H]) .K[G] = co(H). 
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so, 
K[G]/J(K[G])=K[G]/o(H)sK[G/H]. 
The result is clear, now. 
We now turn to Noetherian group algebras. It is known that K[G] is both 
a left and a right Noetherian ring, if G is a polycyclic-by-finite group (see [S], 
Cor. 10.2.8). A field K is said to be absolute if it is an algebraic extension of 
a finite field. It is easy to see that K is absolute if and only if the multiplicative 
group (K*, .) is periodic where K *= K - (0). The group algebra K[G] of a 
nontrivial polycyclic-by-finite group G is primitive if and only if K is non- 
absolute and the HZ-subgroup d(G)= 1, (see [9], 2.1 Th. Fl). It is well 
known and also easy to see that for a polycyclic-by-finite group G and a field 
K, J(K[G]) is nilpotent. Thus if Char K=O, then J(K[G]) =0 and K[G] is 
*-primitive if and only if K[G] is primitive. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let K be an absolute field of characteristic p> 0, and let G be 
a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if G is a finite 
p-group. 
PROOF. In the given situation, every irreducible K[G]-module is finite dimen- 
sional over K. This is a remarkable and deep result due to Roseblade ([8], 
Th. 12.3.7). Now let K[G] be *-primitive, then K[G]/J(K[G]) is primitive and 
J(K[G]) is a primitive ideal of K[G]. Therefore J(K[G]) =AnnKrcl(M) = the 
annihilator of M in K[G], for some irreducible K[G]-module M. Now dimK 
M< 00, so K[G]/J(K[G]) is finite dimensional. We have K[G]/J(K[G]) Artinian 
primitive, hence simple. Thus J(K[G]) = co(K[G]). But J(K[G]) is nilpotent, so 
o(K[G]) is nilpotent and then G is a finite p-group by ([8], Lemma 3.1.6). 
Conversely if G is a finite p-group, then K[G] is local, hence *-primitive. 
We have already observed that Char K = 0, G is polycyclic-by-finite implies 
K[G] is *-primitive if and only if K[G] is primitive. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite group and 
let K be a field with Char K=p>O. Then K[G] is *-primitive if and only if G 
is a finite p-group. 
PROOF. By a result due to Lorenz ([7], Cor. 1.4) every primitive ideal of K[G] 
is maximal. So if K[G] is *-primitive, K[G]/J(K[G]) is primitive and J(K[G]) 
is a primitive ideal of K[G] and hence a maximal ideal of K[G]. This gives 
J(K[G]) = o(K[G]). Also J(K[G]) is nilpotent, so co(K[G]) is nilpotent. By ([8], 
Lemma 3.1.6), G is a finite p-group. Converse is clear, and the proof is 
complete. 
At the end, it is heartening to note that the description of J(K[G]) in certain 
cases can be given in terms of the controller subgroup. We hope this study will 
greatly facilitate the understanding. 
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